
 

A G.A.T.E.WAYS JOURNEYS PROGRAM 
  

for Year 3 and 4 gifted and talented children 
   
                                                                                                   with an interest in public speaking 

 
‘Stand Up and Be Counted!’ 

 
G.A.T.E.WAYS is an independent organisation offering challenging and enriching activities and experiences 
to develop and extend highly able children. This JOURNEY will run over four sessions. 
 
The first Intergalactic Planet Protectors Speaking Symposium is about to start! Each planet has selected a 
group of delegates who are highly skilled at public speaking to defend their kind’s right to live peacefully and 
govern independently. But – oh no! The speakers chosen to represent Earth have all been struck with a 
severe case of glossaphobia – a knee-knocking, gut-wrenching, unfixable fear of public speaking! This has 
the makings of an epic emergency as Planet Earth MUST be represented at these round-table discussions – 
or risk being taken over and ruled by (better spoken) alien leaders. You have been called upon to stand in 
and speak on behalf of all Earthlings, but before you get up in front of such an important audience you have 
some training to do to make sure you’re all up to the challenge! Armed with your trusty Superb 
Speechmakers Handbook, this Journey will give you a chance to learn, practise and polish the skills needed 
to become a great communicator - how to use effective body language, employ active listening, develop 
brilliant arguments AND choose strategies to overcome the inevitable pre-speech jitters in order to get your 
point across and defend our way of life to our interplanetary neighbours. Prepare to stand up and speak out 
- Planet Earth is depending on you! 
 
Session 1: The Body Never Lies 
The adventure begins! You have only a short amount of time to get ready for your first speech, so you turn 
to your trusty Superb Speechmakers Handbook. Chapter One starts out by explaining that your whole body 
– not just your voice! - is your main tool for public speaking success.  
 
As you flick through the pages, you try out activities to discover the significance of body language including 
gesture and facial expression. How does your stance on the stage change the message you are trying to 
convey? Crossing your legs or folding your arms can close you off to the crowd - what can you do differently 
to show them you are open and passionate about your topic? What about the power of your voice? We’ll 
experiment to see how breath, tone and pace contribute. Finally, to practise these skills, you’ll prepare and 
deliver an introductory speech about our planet to the delegates who come from far away. Will your first 
foray into international diplomacy leave the audience cold, or warmed up and wanting more?  
 
Session 2: The 4 Cs 
A nosey reporter has leaked Earth’s secret - that you are not the original speakers - creating quite the 
controversy. A fierce discussion ensues among the guardians of the round-table and some of the other 
delegates about whether children should be able to take part in the Symposium. Can you persuade everyone 
that you have every right to be there? Is a child’s voice as important as that of an adult? Why or why not? 
It’s imperative that you fight for your right to be heard and convince them of this too! Chapter 2 of your 
Superb Speechmakers Handbook discusses the mastery of the 4Cs of public speaking: calm, confident, clear 
and concise. What’s the best way to demonstrate you’ve got these four qualities? We will apply these rules 
to your draft speech about the importance of everyone having their voice heard in society. What language 
choices should you make to help you persuade and convince? And will your next speech earn you the right 
to stay or be sent back to Earth to await news of its fate?  



 
 
Session 3:  Dare to Debate 
Congratulations! You were able to convince the committee of your speaking prowess and have earned your 
seat at the intergalactic round-table discussion. However, another crisis threatens - it seems some of the 
participants have been talking among themselves, and after studying the human effects on Earth they argue 
our treatment of the environment demonstrates we are not responsible custodians. They are lobbying to 
take over Earth’s governance and relocate all the humans in order to allow the Earth to regenerate. A fierce 
debate erupts! 
 
To convince them otherwise, you’ll have to use active listening skills, debating know-how and understand 
the different types of speeches, including where, when and how to use them. Chapter Three of the Handbook 
introduces us to the effects of quotes, facts, anecdotes, alliteration and rhetorical questions in a powerful 
speech. You’ll examine how successful arguments have been made by others and construct your own 
watertight defence against the accusations levelled at our kind. Remember, our planet’s liberty is in your 
hands! 
 
Session 4:  D Day – The Time to Shine 
The last day of the Symposium has arrived. You’ve kept your seat at the intergalactic round table and 
defended our right to remain on Earth, but you wake knowing there is one more speaking hurdle to 
overcome…. the biggest of all.  
 
Today you stand in the spotlight with the entire universe watching and listening as you present, discuss and 
sell your ideas for what changes and developments you propose to implement on Earth as its caretakers. 
This will be followed by a Q&A session with the other delegates. The aim today? To secure Earth’s place at 
the round-table in the future.  
 
To succeed you will need to demonstrate your understanding of escalating speech structure, the use of 
hooks, through-lines, pauses, volume, and focus – as well as all the other skills you have acquired so far. You 
must start with a dynamic opening and continue to a vibrant closing. You must grab the audience’s attention 
and keep it to share your message with a big finale!  
 
Make your voice heard – we’re counting on you to secure a safe future for Earth and all its inhabitants!  
 
Requirements: Bring your sharpest mind, your loudest voice, your wildest opinions and of course, some 
writing materials too. Also, a small photo of yourself, a snack and a bottle of water. Don’t forget to bring a 
stamped self-addressed DL envelope with your name on the back, for your report.  
 
Homework: There will be some homework set between sessions to enable students to prepare and refine 
their skills. For Session 1, please prepare a 1-minute speech introducing yourself and highlighting your 
strengths. You may bring in support material such as notes or a photo. 
 
About the Presenter: 

Zuzi Fort studied at the University of Western Sydney – Nepean (Theatre) and the University of Technology 
– Sydney (Communication). Zuzi is an author, actor, director, scriptwriter, drama coach, radio/TV host and a 
stunt performer. For over ten years she has worked with children, encouraging their creativity and 
developing their confidence 


